IRISH DATA FORUM
Putting the ʻI ’ back into IT
4.4 m jobs to be created around
data by 2014 says Gartner,
bringing it’s own talent challenges

Ann O’Dea, CEO

The threats from data
are just as big as the
opportunities.

& Editor-at-Large,
Silicon Republic

Stephen Prentice,
VP, Gartner Research
& Gartner Fellow
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Ireland as Centre of Excellence for Cloud Computing, Big Data
and Data Analytics?

Prof Stefan Decker

Mauric e Mortel l

Jane Kinghan

RESEARCH

Stephen Prentice
Tanya Duncan
ANALYTICS

HOSTING & DATA CENTRES

BI G DATA

Can Ireland
host it now and
in the future?

We're in the Premier League, effectively,
when it comes to locations of choice
Mauric e Mortel l

Education
Infrastructure
Global Players

Companies say they're
getting a 'West Coast feel'
in Dublin, which is becoming
an international hub

Jane Kinghan

Having alumni around the
world leads to deals with key
players like Samsung in Seoul

Can Ireland turn it into
knowledge & proﬁt?

Prof Stefan Decker

Can the world balance
proﬁt and ethics?

Be careful not to cross "the creepy line",
where customers wonder how you know
things you know about them
Just because you can, doesn't mean
you should; but it also doesn't mean
your competitors won't

We are the most talked
about sporting property
on the planet.

2 00 7
333 Million
fans

Philip Townsend, Director
of Communications,
Manchester United

2 01 3
659 Million
fans

“One article on Man United website generates 300 articles in news media and
approx 10,000 social media posts”

1 : 300 : 10000
Extracting Value from Big Data for Business,
Government and Society

Andrew Maybin
Stephen Moffatt
INDUSTRY

HOSTING & DATA
CENTRES

Good statistical design ensuring you
get accurate date from representative
samples is extremely important. Your
analytics are only as good as the
quality of your data.

Business

Philip Townsend
Dr Tracey Lauriault

SPORTS

Opening up public data to
entrepreneurs comes back
to the public purse through
taxation and employment

RESEARCH

Putting the ‘iʻ back in IT means
participation from citizens,
not just business and
Government.
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RISKS
Solely using social media data to inform
decisions leaves blank spots from particular
demographics

missing the whole
picture

How do they
know I like
those things?

Mistrust in platform
Mistrust in industry

Dr Tracey Lauriault

Mixing up indication
with proof
So I have high
temperature.. but I
donʻt know whatʻs
the cause...

Produced by

THINK VISUAL &

consumers would be
more comfortable with
data har vesting if they
were better informed of
how it will be used.
Andrew Maybin

